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BUK is not your typical meme token – he’s a hot mess 
born fuk knows where and fuk knows when.

BUK life has been one big fuked up rollercoaster, and you 
know what? He doesn’t give a fuk. BUK creed is simple:

BUK has one and only goal:

Buckle up, 'cause it's gonna be one hell of ride whether 
you like it or not!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

«FUK EVERYTHING, FUK EVERYONE»

«BECUM THE FUKING META OF 2024»
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Alright, listen up!



BUKED UP VALUES

BUK's origins are about as fuked up as they cum. We 
crawled outta the gutter, and life's been a
fukin' mess ever since.

But you know what? We wouldn't have it any other way. 
We thrive on chaos and uncertainty –
it's what makes us who we are.

FUK EVERYTHING, FUK EVERYONE

That's our creed, our guiding principle, our reason for 
being.
We don't give a fuk about fitting in or playing nice.
We're all about embracing our wild side and doing 
whatever the fuk we want, whenever the fuk we want.

BUKED UP STORY

2024 ain't ready for what we've got in store.
Our one and only goal is to...
become the fuking meta of 2024.

We're not here to play it safe or follow the crowd – we're 
here to shake shit up and leave our mark
on the crypto world, whether you like it or not.

THE ONLY GOAL
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Alright, let's break down the numbers 'cause
we ain't here to hide shit from you.

 Degens — 15%

Yeah, you heard that right.

We're giving 15% of our supply 
straight to the degens 'cause we 
know they're the ones who really 
fuking know how to party.

They'll help spread the word and 
keep the chaos alive.

BUKENOMICS

  Marketing — 3%

We ain't afraid to put our money 
where our mouth is.

We're setting aside a solid 3% for 
marketing 'cause we gotta get the 
word out somehow, right?

Whether it's billboards, social media 
ads, or skywriting, we'll make sure 
the world knows about BUK.
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 CEX — 5%

We're not gonna lie – we wanna 
get listed on some of the
big exchanges. 

So we're setting aside 5% of our 
supply to make that happen.

'Cause let's face it, if you ain't on 
a major exchange, you might as 
well not exist in this game.

 Developers — 2%

We gotta keep the lights on 
somehow, right?

So we're allocating 2% of our supply 
to our developers 'cause they're the 
ones making all this shit happen.

Without them, we'd be nothing.

 Locked Liquidity — 75%

We ain't about that rug-pull life.

That's why we're locking up a 
whopping 75% of our liquidity so 
you can trade with confidence. 

Ain't nobody gonna mess with 
our liquidity – it's locked up 
tighter than Fort Knox.
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Who the fuk knows!

We're just getting started, and the sky's the limit. One 
thing's for sure – it's gonna be one hell of a ride.

So strap in, hold on tight, and get ready for the chaos, 
'cause there's no turning back now.

WHAT’S NEXT

BUK ain't for the faint of heart. We're rough around the 
edges, unpredictable, and we don't give a fuk what 
anyone thinks.

If you're ready to embrace the chaos and join us on this 
wild ride, then welcome to the BUK fam.

If not, well, you better get the fuk outta here before things 
get really messy.

BUK’s out.

Let’s wrap it up...
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